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Drivers of change impacting our world
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This is the decade of the professional accountant championing sustainable business. 

Our research programme points to five critical drivers of change for the future that will 

transform our world and reshape the profession.

The global economy continuing to transition

The challenge of climate change and a sustainability

Shifting societal expectations and the stakeholder society 

Rapid technological transformation and emergence of AI 

Transformed working patterns and careers 
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Priorities for a 
changing 
profession

▪ Key priorities for 
the profession 
over the next 
decade will shape 
the future role of 
accountants. 

▪ Key role for SMPs 
to play in many of 
these priorities
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A transformed world of work over the next few 
years

The world of work transforms post pandemic as jobs are reimagined, work constructs are 
changed, careers are disrupted and skills shifts. A new generation entering the profession 
will further shape the future of accountancy. 

Career pathways evolve and new entry pathways to the profession emerge

The transition to distributed work, hybrid working and technology infused work 

Gen - Z and changing work expectations disrupt the accountancy workforce

Digitalisation transforms learning and education opportunities

Shifting stakeholder demands and changing work practices impact skills needed 
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2023 Global Economy. Downside risks? 
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Global talent trends headlines

#1 Inflation crisis fuels wage pressures

#2 Hybrid work is “work in progress”

#3 Addressing burnout has to be a priority

#4 Mobility is driving a possible talent crunch

#5 Technology is empowering, but concerns prevail

#6 Inclusivity measures score well, but social mobility lags

#7 Accountancy provides career security in turbulent times
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1. The inflation 
crisis fuels wage 
pressures

2. Hybrid work is 
“work-in-progress”
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Working patterns

Total By 

generation

By country

SMP 

respondents 

62% fully 

office based 
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Hybrid work – upsides and downsides?
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Hybrid work drives new opportunities and 
challenges for finance teams?

CollaborationProductivity

Skills Culture

Wellbeing
Management 

styles
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1. The inflation 
crisis fuels wage 
pressures

2. Hybrid work is 
“work-in-progress”
3. Addressing 
burnout has to be a 
priority
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Pressure on employers to meet the rising mental health challenge…

63% 

SMP 

agree

85% 

SMP 

agree

44% 

SMP 

agree

64% 

SMP 

agree
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Gen Z are particularly feeling the strain…

Gen Z

Gen Z

Gen Z

Gen Z
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Detractors to a career in accountancy: Stress cuts across generations
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Are technology concerns fuelling stress for some?

Gen Z respondents most concerned about 

the pace of tech change!
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Working patterns – hybrid work better for employees?

Hybrid workers more satisfied with their employers 

Hybrid workers less likely to cite mental health issues 
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1. The inflation 
crisis fuels wage 
pressures

2. Hybrid work is 
“work-in-progress”
3. Addressing 
burnout has to be a 
priority

4. Mobility driving a 
possible talent 
crunch
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Retention challenges are evident for employers

59% of SMP respondents expect to move role 

within 2 years v 69% all sectors 
56% of SMP respondents expect next role to be 

external versus 55% all sectors
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Mobility: Sector winners and losers in the talent war? 

SMPs
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Employee dissatisfaction is directly correlated to poor retention in our survey

Poor career development, remuneration, recognition and wellbeing identified as 

the key reasons why employees want to leave, and leave quickly.
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1. The inflation 
crisis fuels wage 
pressures

2. Hybrid work is 
“work-in-progress”
3. Addressing 
burnout has to be a 
priority

4. Mobility driving a 
possible talent 
crunch

5. Technology is 
empowering but 
concerns prevail

6. Inclusivity 
measures score 
well, but social 
mobility lags

7. Accountancy 
provides career 
security in turbulent 
times
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2023 Better news? Attraction to accountancy: the fundamentals remain 
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2023: Are Gen Z as different as we think?

Ranking the employer 

attraction factors of 

Gen Z versus other 

generations
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